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Top values ─ affordable prices
     If you had to describe Tactic receivers in just three words, they’d be: Affordable. Dependable. 
Durable. They offer SLT compatibility and high-end performance at rock-bottom prices, so you 
can outfit one plane - or retrofit your entire fleet - at a very reasonable cost. They also do away 
with the cost and need for master/satellite setups. 
      Just push a button*, and you instantly create a strong, unbreakable link between the 
receiver and the unique, coded signal from your transmitter. For the best in flight and surface 
performance, make the move to Tactic.
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TR424 TR1424 TR325

TR625TR825

2.4GHz Receivers

Twin-Antenna 8-Channel Receiver
Perfect for the TTX850 radio, the TR825 features twin 5.9”
(15 cm) shielded, coaxial antenna and fail-safe on all 
channels. TACL0825. Also available with end terminals. 
TACL0826. 
Size: 1.80 x 1.10 x 0.51 in (45 x 28 x 13 mm)
Weight: 0.36 oz (10.2 g)   Input Power: 3.6-8.4V

4-Channel Micro Receiver
The lightest flight receiver Tactic makes! 
Features: micro servo connectors and 
automatic linking. TACL0424. 
Size: 1.10 x 0.59 x 0.24 in (29 x 15 x 6 mm)
Weight: 0.06 oz (1.8 g)
Input Power: 4.0 - 6.0V

4-Channel Receiver/ESC/Servo Combo
Features: automatic linking, brushed ESC, 
two 1-gram servos, aileron channel output 
and a port for optional brushless ESC use. 
TACL1424
Size: 1.10 x 0.91 x 0.71 in (27 x 23 x 18 mm)
Weight: 0.17 oz (4.7 g)
Input Power: 3.0 – 4.2V

3-Channel Surface Receiver 
Great for truggies, buggies and boats, the 
TR325 features an ultra-compact case, 
a space-saving internal antenna, plus an 
automatic fail-safe which centers all
servos if the signal is lost. TACL0325 
Size: 1.40 x 0.77 x 0.55 in (35 x 20 x 14 mm)
Weight: 0.18 oz (5.2 g)
Input Power: 3.6-8.4V 

Twin Antenna 6-Channel Receiver
IIdeal for the TTX650 system, with twin 5.9” (15 cm) coaxial 
antennas for optimum reception and a user-settable throttle 
fail-safe. TACL0625. Also available in a convenient 2-pack 
(TACL0626). 

Size: 1.80 x 1.00 x 0.50 in (45 x 26 x 13 mm) 
Weight: 0.34 oz (9.5 g)   Input Power: 4.0 - 6.0V

* TR424 & TR1424 link automatically.

TR624 6-Channel Receiver 
A single-antenna version of the full-range TR625. Same size and features, slightly lighter weight. TACL0624. TR624 2-pack (TACL0623).


